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FOREWORD

The development of pretrial services agencies in the 1960’s and their expansion across local, state, and federal court systems were in response to our country’s pursuit of pretrial justice.

*Pretrial Justice - the honoring of the presumption of innocence, the right to bail that is not excessive, and all other legal and constitutional rights afforded to accused persons awaiting trial while balancing these individual rights with the need to protect the community, maintain the integrity of the judicial process, and assure court appearance.*

Pretrial services agencies perform two critical functions in support of pretrial justice. They provide necessary information for judicial officers to assist in making the most appropriate pretrial release and detention decisions as well as provide monitoring and supervision of defendants released with conditions pending trial.

The pretrial services field is actively engaged in developing evidence-based practices for pretrial risk assessment and supervision strategies that are consistent with the legal rights afforded to accused persons during the pretrial stage. The Bureau of Justice Assistance is committed to assisting local jurisdictions as they strive to develop and implement legal and evidence-based practices in pretrial services. As part of the commitment, BJA sponsored the Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services research project “In Pursuit of Legal and Evidence-Based Pretrial Release Recommendations and Supervision.” The research project included the development of research-based guidelines for use by pretrial services agencies throughout the Commonwealth of Virginia that are (1) risk-based, (2) consistent with legal and evidence-based practices, and (3) provide guidance for pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision.

As part of this larger initiative, many legal questions facing pretrial services agencies were explored and extensive research conducted in an attempt to identify effective pretrial supervision strategies that will improve justice system outcomes and public safety. This document contains the results of that work. While it leaves many questions unanswered and it identifies additional questions and issues worthy of further investigation and study, it also provides guidance for future efforts intended to add to the pretrial services legal and evidence-based practices body of knowledge.

On behalf of the Bureau of Justice Assistance, I want to thank the Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services, Virginia pretrial services agencies, the authors of this report, and the Pretrial Justice Institute for their contributions to this effort. It is our hope that this document will assist pretrial services agencies in their pursuit of pretrial justice.

James H. Burch, II
Acting Director
Bureau of Justice Assistance
INTRODUCTION

Written by the Pretrial Justice Institute

Earlier this year, the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) and the Pretrial Justice Institute published the document, State of the Science of Pretrial Risk Assessment. That document focused on what the field knows about our ability to predict the likelihood of failure to appear in court or rearrest on new charges among pretrial defendant populations. It described the great strides that the field has made in assessing risks of pretrial misconduct, as well as the challenges that researchers face in validating pretrial risk assessment instruments, and guidance on how they can face those challenges.

This document, State of the Science of Pretrial Release Recommendations and Supervision, has a different focus. It picks up where the first document left off. It asks the question: now that we know so much more about predicting risks of pretrial misconduct, how can we use that information to better assure that defendants are appropriately matched to conditions of pretrial release that are designed to minimize their identified risks?

In most counties across the country, pretrial release recommendations are subjective. Even when pretrial services agency staff have access to the results of a validated pretrial risk assessment, if it exists in the county, there is often no objective and consistent guidance for making pretrial release recommendations. In addition, many pretrial services agencies require the same frequency and types of contacts for all defendants during pretrial supervision while some have identified their own levels of supervision with varying frequencies and types of contacts. In both cases there is no objective and consistent policy for providing differential pretrial supervision based on the risk of pretrial failure.

The appropriate matching of defendant risks with conditions of pretrial release should take place in the framework of Legal and Evidence Based Practices (LEBP). These are interventions and practices that are consistent with the legal and constitutional rights afforded to accused persons awaiting trial and methods research have proven to be effective in reducing unnecessary detention while assuring court appearance and the safety of the community during the pretrial stage. A component of this larger LEBP initiative involves the development and implementation of research-based guidelines for use by pretrial services agencies that are (1) risk-based, (2) consistent with legal and evidence-based practices, and (3) provide guidance for pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision.

This document begins with a discussion of the legal issues that are relevant to persons who have been accused, but not yet adjudicated, of a crime. It describes the possible legal implications of pretrial release practices, including the setting of specific conditions of pretrial release. Following that is a discussion of research results regarding pretrial release conditions and interventions. The final section presents existing guidelines for pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision.

1 Cynthia A. Mamalian, Ph.D., March 2011. Available at www.pretrial.org/Pages/bail-decision.aspx
PRETRIAL LEGAL QUESTIONS

Pretrial Services LEBP require that pretrial interventions and practices are consistent with the legal and constitutional rights afforded to accused persons awaiting trial. The term LEBP is intended to reinforce the uniqueness of the field of pretrial services and ensure that criminal justice professionals remain mindful that pretrial services practices are often driven by law and when driven by research, they must be consistent with the rights afforded to defendants awaiting trial. For this reason, the first step in the process of assessing the state of the science of pretrial release recommendations and supervision was to conduct a review of statutes, case law, and other legal resources to explore potential legal challenges to specified pretrial release conditions and pretrial practices. The findings of the legal review related to specified pretrial release conditions and pretrial practices are provided below.

‘Blanket’ Pretrial Release Condition

‘Blanket’ pretrial release condition is a term used to describe one or more conditions imposed upon defendants — usually as a group — without regard to individualized risk assessment. Constitutional issues arise when blanket pretrial release conditions are imposed upon a group of defendants without an individualized assessment of a particular defendant’s risk factors. A court might impose blanket pretrial release conditions under a number of circumstances: perhaps a state or federal statute authorizes it or perhaps it occurs simply as a matter of local practice. An example would be a requirement that all defendants submit to pretrial release conditions such as drug testing or curfew.

When considering a court’s limitations on setting pretrial release conditions, we look first to the court’s general authority to set pretrial release. The setting of pretrial release involves potential infringements on the liberty of people presumed to be innocent; therefore, the government’s power to impose pretrial release conditions is limited by the constitution. “In our society liberty is the norm, and detention prior to trial or without trial is the carefully limited exception.” (United States v. Salerno, 481 U.S. 739, 754, 1987). For example, the Eighth Amendment’s excessive bail clause and the Fifth Amendment’s due process clause both require that in those cases in which bail is to be set, it must be set according to a ‘fair process’ and it must not be ‘excessive’ in relation to the governmental goals of assuring the appearance of the defendant to stand trial and the safety of the community. (See e.g. United States v. Crowell, No. 06-CR-291E[F], 2006 WL 3541736 [W.D.N.Y.Dec.7, 2006]) (United States v. Montalvo-Murillo, 495 U.S. 711, 714 [1990]).

The parameters for setting pretrial release conditions have had occasion to come under a great deal of scrutiny in recent years since the passage of new federal pretrial release legislation. Under the Adam Walsh Act amendments which modified the Bail Reform Act of 1984, 18 U.S.C. § 3141 et seq., the legislature mandated that all defendants of a particular group (those charged with crimes involving minor victims) shall be subjected to certain pretrial release conditions such as electronic monitoring and curfew, regardless of their individualized pretrial release risk factors. (See 18 U.S.C. § 3142[c][1]). No judicial determination of a particular defendant’s circumstances is required under the Act prior to the imposition of the mandatory pretrial release conditions. For purposes of our discussion, they meet the definition of ‘blanket pretrial release conditions.’
The majority of federal court cases reviewing this question have ruled that section 216 — Improvements to the Bail Reform Act — of the Adam Walsh Act unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment Excessive Bail Clause or the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment or both. Because the constitutional bar against blanket pretrial release conditions is not limited to the Adam Walsh Act but would apply to any state or federal court decision imposing blanket pretrial release conditions, a full understanding of the court's rationale is instructive.

The due process clause of the Fifth Amendment guarantees “no person shall… be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” This clause has been interpreted to provide what we refer to as “procedural due process” which “insures that any government action that deprives a person of life, liberty, or property is implemented in a fair manner.” (See United States v. Smedley, 611 F.Supp.2d 971, 975 [E.D. Mo. 2009]). Procedural due process is the “opportunity to be heard at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner.” (Id). So, for example, the right to procedural due process guarantees that an accused has the right to have a trial, to present evidence, and to cross-examine witnesses. The question raised under the Adam Walsh Act cases was whether the due process clause also required that prior to the imposition of pretrial release conditions, a judicial determination be made that such pretrial release conditions are, in fact, necessary.

Courts have held that there is no formula for exactly what processes are due to a defendant at a particular stage of the criminal process. Rather, courts employ a three-pronged analysis that considers:

1. The private interest that will be affected by the official action;
2. The risk of an erroneous deprivation of that interest through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and
3. The government’s interest, including the burdens that any additional or substitute procedural requirements would entail. (Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 334, 1976).

Courts that have found that the mandatory pretrial release conditions contained in the Improvements to the Bail Reform Act section of the Adam Walsh Act violate the due process clause have applied the three-pronged analysis as follows: (i) They have concluded that when considering pretrial release, “the

3 Only two courts to date have had the question before them have declined to find the Adam Walsh Act unconstitutional: United States v. Cossey, ---- F.Supp.2d ----, 2009 WL 2232222 (D.Mont. July 27, 2009) and United States v. Gardner, 523 F.Supp.2d 1025 (N.D.Cal. 2007).

4 At least one court also ruled the Adam Walsh Act Amendments were unconstitutional on the basis of the separation of powers clause of the United States Constitution. See, e.g., Crowell, supra.

private interest that will be affected by the official action” is an individual’s liberty. Although not the most significant private interest, an individual’s liberty is still a very well protected interest. (ii) They have also concluded that the risk that a defendant’s liberty may be deprived erroneously is substantial. They reach this conclusion because under the improvements to the Bail Reform Act section of the Adam Walsh Act there is no individualized judicial determination that particular pretrial release conditions are necessary to reasonably assure appearance in court or protection of the public. Since the only constitutional bases to detain an individual pretrial are if they pose a risk of flight or are a danger to the community, a statute that permits an individual to be detained absent these characteristics would be at high risk of erroneously depriving an individual of their liberty. (iii) Finally, the courts have concluded that the state’s interest in avoiding such an individualized determination is minimal. Unlike some additional procedural safeguards that might be expensive or time consuming, the burden to the state here is small because the necessary judicial determination could be easily made as part of the already existing pretrial release hearing.

Thus, the conclusion of those courts finding the improvements to the Bail Reform Act section of the Adam Walsh Act unconstitutional under the due process clause was that defendants are entitled to an individual judicial determination that each pretrial release condition ordered is necessary in a particular defendant’s case to reasonably assure appearance in court or protection of the public. Presumably, the application of this entitlement imposes upon the state a duty to affirmatively establish that a necessity exists for each pretrial release condition and entitles the defendant the opportunity to challenge the alleged necessity.

Another basis under which the Improvements to the Bail Reform Act section of the Adam Walsh Act has been challenged is the Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution. The relevant constitutional text simply says, “[e]xcessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.” The general framework to be used when deciding whether bail is ‘excessive’ is laid out in the decisions of Stack v. Boyle, 342 U.S. 1 (1951) (dealing with risk of flight) and United States v. Salerno, supra (dealing with danger to the community). These cases instruct us to look to the relationship between the proposed pretrial release conditions and the government interests of assuring the defendant’s appearance at trial and the safety of the community. Bail that is more stringent than that which would be ‘reasonably calculated’ to fulfill those purposes is ‘excessive’ under the Eighth Amendment. (See Crowell, supra at 5).

Courts that have found the mandatory pretrial release conditions of the improvements to the Bail Reform Act section of the Adam Walsh Act unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment have reasoned:

---

6 Consider, for example, the private interest implicated by the death penalty.

“[T]he imposition of such conditions [as curfew and electronic monitoring] on all defendants charged with certain crimes, regardless of the personal characteristics of each defendant and circumstances of the offense, without any consideration of factors demonstrating that those same legitimate objectives cannot be achieved with less onerous release conditions, will subject a defendant, for whom such conditions are, in the court's judgment, unnecessary, to excessive bail in violation of the Eighth Amendment.” Crowell, supra at 7.

This quickly evolving body of case law has dramatic implications on the traditional assumptions made by courts and parties when setting or advocating for pretrial release conditions. These cases are not limited to the conditions contained within the Improvements to the Bail Reform Act section of the Adam Walsh Act or just to federal actors; rather, the requirements of the Eighth Amendment and the due process clause apply to any and all pretrial release conditions imposed in a blanket fashion, including universal drug testing, curfew and even, as the following discussion describes in more detail, the prohibition against possession of a firearm.

Until 2 years ago, it was probably taken for granted that a court was within its authority to impose blanket prohibitions against the possession of firearms as a condition of pretrial release. (See United States v. Arzberger, supra at 601.). Then in 2008, the United States Supreme Court decided the case of District of Columbia v. Heller, 128 S.Ct. 2783 (2008), which held that the Second Amendment establishes a protectable liberty interest in a citizen's right to bear arms. The impact of the Heller decision was to create a heightened standard of scrutiny upon our right to possess firearms than that which had previously existed. After the Heller decision was decided, a lower court considered how the Heller decision impacted the Adam Walsh Act. The Act also mandates that judges prohibit firearms possession of certain defendants without an individualized determination of their risk to the community. The Court concluded that:

“… the Adam Walsh Amendments violate due process by requiring that, as a condition of release on bail, an accused person be required to surrender his Second Amendment right to possess a firearm without giving that person an opportunity to contest whether such a condition is reasonably necessary in his case to secure the safety of the community.” United States v. Arzberger, supra at 603.

Although these cases involve challenges to a federal statute, because they were decided under the United States Constitution, they are controlling on state court decisions or bail statutes. Given the federal court’s reasoning under the Adam Walsh Act line of cases, it is likely that blanket pretrial release conditions that are imposed upon a group of defendants without an individualized judicial determination that they further the state's interest in assuring the defendant's presence at trial or the safety of the community will be found to violate procedural due process or the prohibition against excessive bail or both.
Drug Testing Release Condition

Drug testing as a condition of pretrial release may be analyzed in several different ways. If the testing is imposed upon defendants as a blanket condition without benefit of an individualized judicial determination, then the analysis of the Bail Reform Act section of the Adam Walsh Act line of cases will apply. Because of a case decided by the Ninth Circuit, a question has arisen whether even testing that is ordered pursuant to an individualized judicial determination may be constitutionally suspect as a violation of the Fourth Amendment’s prohibition against unreasonable searches.

In United States v. Scott, 450 F.3d 863 (2006), the Ninth Circuit addressed the question of whether the state could search a pretrial defendant without the presence of probable cause, even though the defendant had consented to the search. The search at issue was the urine testing of the defendant pursuant to his conditions of pretrial supervision, and to which he had consented.

The Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution provides that “[t]he right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated …” It is generally recognized that a drug test is a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. Under the Fourth Amendment, the government’s searches of citizens must be deemed “reasonable.” The most common scenario in which a search is deemed reasonable is when it is supported by probable cause. There are, however, several exceptions to the probable cause requirement, including the doctrine of “special needs.”

Under the special needs exception, although a search may be premised upon less than probable cause, this exception is a “closely guarded” exception. (Ferguson v. City of Charleston, 523 U.S. 67, 77, 2001). The Supreme Court employs a balancing test in which it weighs the intrusion on the individual’s interest in privacy against the “special needs” of the state action at issue. (Id., at 78). So, for example, the Supreme Court found drug testing of railway employees involved in train accidents permissible under the special needs doctrine. (Id. at 77) Skinner v. Railway Labor Executives’ Assn., 489 U.S. 602 (1989)). The Supreme Court has refused to apply the special needs doctrine in cases in which the primary justification for the action is a “general interest in law enforcement.” Id. (reversing lower court’s order permitting drug testing of obstetric patients’ blood without their permission).

Since there is no dispute that in the case of Mr. Scott the urine test was not premised upon probable cause, the state argued that it was justified by the ‘special needs’ of preventing pretrial crime and assuring court appearance. The court summarily rejected the argument that the search was justified by the need to prevent pretrial crime, restating the principle that special needs may not be justified by a general interest in law enforcement.

The court ultimately rejected the second basis as well, reasoning that to satisfy the special need of assuring court appearance, the government must demonstrate a pattern of “drug use leading to non-appearance” in court, or point to an individualized determination that the defendant’s drug use was likely to lead to his non-appearance. (See Scott, supra at 872).
The rationale of the Scott case has not been followed outside of the Ninth Circuit since it was decided; therefore its application may be of limited value until it is adopted by a broader range of courts.\(^8\)\(^9\) In fact, a subsequent case, also decided by the Ninth Circuit, analyzed the question of whether mandatory DNA testing of pretrial detainees was a violation of the Fourth Amendment. (See *United States v. Pool*, 09-10303 [9th Cir September 14, 2010]). Using a different analysis than that of the Scott opinion, the Court concluded that such DNA testing was not unconstitutional. *(Id)*. Although dealing with a pretrial defendant’s consent to DNA testing rather than drug testing, the reasoning of the Pool decision may be found persuasive by other courts. This is certainly an area of the law that bears watching in the next few years.

**Treatment and Assessment Release Condition**

There are several potential issues implicated when a court imposes treatment, for example mental health or substance abuse treatment, as a condition of bail. First, the assessment and treatment process often requires the defendant to make incriminatory statements while a criminal action is still pending. This places defendants in the untenable position of having to choose between self-incrimination and non compliance with pretrial release conditions, a consequence of which may well result in incarceration pending trial. Second, court-mandated treatment pretrial could be considered by some to be ‘punishment,’ which is impermissible for a defendant who is still presumed innocent. Third, because most bail statutes do not specifically authorize the pretrial release condition of pretrial treatment; the question of whether the court has statutory authority to impose the condition may be at issue.

There is little case law on the question of whether court-imposed treatment pretrial is permissible and the courts that have decided the issue have been split in their conclusions.

In New York, there has been a good deal of litigation in which courts have permitted court-ordered treatment at a variety of behavioral modifications programs. In *Halikopoulos v. Dillon*, 139 F.Supp.2d 312 (E.D.N.Y. 2001), a defendant charged with shoplifting challenged a state court pretrial release condition ordering her to complete a shoplifters prevention course. She argued that the program was impermissible punishment before a finding of guilt.

The court acknowledged that imposing punishment on a pretrial defendant is prohibited by the due process clause of the United States Constitution. *(Id)* at 316 (citing *Bell v. Wolfish*, 441 U.S. 520, 536 [1979]). The court went on to conclude, however, that if the purpose of a pretrial release condition is “regulatory” rather than punishment, the condition is permissible. The opinion goes on to explain how New York State courts have used similar reasoning to permit pretrial release conditions ordering vari-

---

8 See footnote 5, *supra*.

ous types of behavior modification, including enrollment in an alcohol treatment program, treatment with a psychotherapist, and domestic violence prevention classes. (Id). (citations omitted).

The court did place importance on the fact that the program at issue did not require the defendant to “admit guilt, apologize to the victim, or otherwise compromise or disregard a defendant’s claim of innocence.” (Id. at 317). Presumably, therefore, even under the New York courts’ rationale, a treatment program that does not have similar protections toward the defendant’s claim of innocence would be suspect.

In contrast to New York, several other courts have held that court-ordered treatment pretrial is not permissible. In Butler v. Kato, 154 P.3d 259 (Wash.App. 2007), the defendant, charged with driving under the influence (DUI), challenged conditions of pretrial release that ordered him to attend three Alcoholics Anonymous meetings a week and to attend a substance abuse assessment and comply with recommendations. The court concluded that requiring the defendant to undergo a substance abuse assessment implicated the defendant’s right to be free from self-incrimination under the state and federal Constitutions.10 (See also US v. Antelope, 395 F.3d 1128 [9 Cir. 2005]) (holding that a condition of probation that required probationer to reveal past sexual offenses in a sex offender treatment program violated his right to be free from self-incrimination).

In Sexson v. Merton, 631 P.2d 1367, 1372 (Or.1981), the Oregon Supreme Court used a statutory rationale to find the lower court’s order of treatment impermissible. In that case, the court focused on the language of the bail statute, which authorized the imposition of pretrial release conditions that served the purpose of assuring the defendant’s attendance at trial and preventing pretrial crime. The court concluded that where the defendant had an alcohol problem, the pretrial release conditions ordering the defendant to not use alcohol and report to a pretrial services officer were closely related to permissible bail objectives. The court went on to conclude, however, that the condition requiring the defendant to involuntarily participate in all programs recommended at his local county mental health center was “too tenuously related” to the statutory purpose of assuring the defendant’s appearance at trial. Absent a “significant relationship” between the pretrial release condition and a permissible statutory bail objective, the court concluded that that the lower court exceeded its statutory authority to order the condition.11

The Sexson Court is not alone in concluding that courts must be literal in construing the limits of their statutory authority to set pretrial release conditions, especially as it relates to pretrial treatment. In Commonwealth v. Dodge, 705 N.E.2d 612, 615 (Mass.1999), the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court concluded that a lower court exceeded its authority to impose pretrial release conditions because the conditions ordered were not specifically authorized by the bail statute. In that case, the lower court ordered the defendant, charged with driving while under the influence (DWI), to undergo drug and alcohol screening and to participate in outpatient counseling as recommended. Although there existed

10 Although not applicable in a state other than Washington, it is interesting to note that the court’s decision was also predicated on the right to autonomy and the right to confidentiality protected by the Washington Constitution.

11 The defendant also argued that his constitutional rights against self-incrimination would be violated by court-ordered treatment, but the court declined to reach this argument because it could decide the case on different grounds.
certain sections in the bail statute that permitted the court to order conditions of pretrial release, none of these provisions applied to the defendant. Instead, the general section of the bail statute that did apply to the defendant, made no such provision for the court to order conditions of bail. As such, the impermissible conditions of bail were vacated.

Although not decided on this basis, in Butler v. Kato, supra at 525, before finding the pretrial release condition of substance abuse treatment impermissible, the court commented with concern that the pretrial release condition ordered was not listed in the bail statute as an authorized condition but was instead listed in another statutory section as a post-trial punishment.

This review of decided cases suggests that courts imposing bail conditions that require the defendant to undergo behavioral treatment or assessment may be subject to scrutiny on two fronts. First, courts that impose bail conditions not specifically authorized in the governing bail statute risk a challenge that they lack the authority to impose such conditions. Second, even when authorized by statute, courts imposing mandatory treatment pretrial risk challenge on any of the constitutional bases previously discussed (i.e.: violation of right against self-incrimination or violation of presumption of innocence and right to be free from punishment pretrial).12

At least one legislature appears unconcerned, however. In Vermont, the legislature passed a statute 2 years ago that mandates drug treatment prior to conviction. (Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 13, § 7554, 2009). Although not yet tested, members of the Vermont defense bar are openly critical that the statute is unconstitutional. Moreover, as we have seen with the Adam Walsh Act, the fact that a statute authorizes a particular judicial act does not insulate the act from constitutional attack.

Guidance from the cases documented above would suggest that (1) if treatment is ordered, the defendant is not required to admit guilt, apologize to the victim, or otherwise compromise or disregard a defendant’s claim of innocence (self-incriminate); and (2) a pretrial release condition is “regulatory” rather than punishment, and that it is related to a risk posed by the defendant of failing to appear for court or danger to the community pending trial. This is sure to be an issue that sees more litigation in the upcoming years.

**Alcoholics Anonymous/12-Step Meetings Release Condition**

An incidental issue to the question of imposing substance abuse treatment during the pretrial stage is the question of the appropriateness of ordering treatment that includes a religious component, as Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) admittedly does. In the case of Inouye v. Kemna, 504 F.3d 705 (2007) the Ninth Circuit held that compelling a defendant to attend AA meetings violates the establishment clause of the First Amendment, which precludes the government from coercing citizens to participate in religion.

---

12 In assessing the persuasive value of some of these decisions, it is perhaps appropriate to caution that matters decided by courts based in the Ninth Judicial Circuit (i.e., California, Montana, Oregon, and Washington) are not always representative of courts in other areas of the country.
While this one court decision is not binding on most courts, its reasoning provides persuasive authority on the issue.\textsuperscript{13}

**Pretrial Supervision Fees**

Although there is little case law that directly addresses this question, several court decisions help inform the discussion. The first line of cases arises out of challenges to state bail-fee statutes that impose an administrative bail bond fee above and beyond the amount of bail set by the court. The challenges to bail bond fees were made under the Eighth Amendment excessive bail clause, the equal protection clause, and the due process clause, and although they were all unsuccessful, a review of the court’s analysis is instructive.

Applying an Eighth Amendment analysis, the Seventh Circuit addressed a challenge to a bail bond fee by application of the standard articulated in *Stack v. Boyle*, supra, and *United States v. Salerno*, supra. The Court reasoned that bail should not be set at an amount higher than reasonably necessary to fulfill the state’s interest in assuring the defendant’s presence at trial and the safety of the community. The excessiveness of the amount or conditions of bail was determined by comparing the bail condition sought against the government’s interest in seeking the condition. (*Payton v. County of Carroll*, 473 F.3d 845, 848, 2007). Noting that the bail bond fees at issue were minimal ($10 to $22) and that the government’s interest in receiving compensation for an administrative function that serves as a convenience to defendants (namely posting bond with a sheriff rather than waiting until business hours to post with a county clerk) was legitimate, the court rejected the challenge to the fees.\textsuperscript{14}

The United States Supreme Court had occasion to reject an equal protection claim under a similar bail bond fee statute. In *Schilb v. Keubel*, 404 U.S. 357 (1971), a defendant filed suit against county officials for acting under a bail statute which distinguished between those defendants who could post the full amount of their bail and defendants who elected instead to post a bail bond and deposit of cash equal to only 10 percent of bail or $25, whichever was greater. The latter class of defendants was subject to a “bail bond cost” of 1 percent of the total bail amount. The appellant claimed that the imposition of the “bail bond cost” violated the equal protection clause because it had a disproportionate effect on people with lower incomes by charging them an additional cost.

The United States Supreme Court dismissed the appellant’s complaint, reasoning that the distinctions contained within the statute’s bail structure did not implicate a fundamental right or a suspect class and that there was a “rational basis” for imposing an administrative fee in situations in which additional administrative duties were required. The benefit to defendants of posting cash deposits instead of the full amount of bail results in administrative costs borne by the government. It is reasonable to pass

\textsuperscript{13} See footnote 5, supra.

\textsuperscript{14} Incidentally, the Payton Court indicated in dicta that the Eighth Amendment is only triggered when the fee at issue is required prior to a defendant’s release from jail. It noted that the practice of releasing the defendant and seeking to collect the fee after the defendant’s release rendered the fee not akin to “bail” and outside the Eighth Amendment altogether. See *Payton*, supra, at 850.
along to the defendants benefiting from the policy. (See also Broussard v. Parish of Orleans, 318 F.3d 644, 2003) (challenge to bail bondsmen fees rejected — administrative costs associated with bail are permissible); Payton, supra (extending the Shilb decision to even those cases in which the bail bond fee must be paid prior to the defendant’s release from jail).

In Payton, the courts responded to a procedural due process challenge under the United States Constitution by applying the three-pronged standard articulated in Matthews v. Eldridge, supra. The court concluded that (i) the bail bond fees could theoretically implicate a defendant’s liberty interest if, for example, a defendant was unable to post bail solely because of the bail bond fee; (ii) because there were alternative procedures allowing a defendant to post bail in other ways, the risk of a defendant being erroneously detained solely because of an inability to pay the bail bond fee was slight; and (iii) the sheriffs had a legitimate interest in trying to recoup the costs of administering the bail system. Payton, supra, at 851-852.

Although admittedly, pretrial supervision fees are distinct (and often more significant) than bail bond fees, the court’s analysis would likely be similar; namely, are the burdens to the defendant associated with pretrial supervision fees reasonably necessary to further the government interests of assuring the defendant’s appearance at trial and the safety of the community. The court would also likely consider whether there are less onerous alternatives that could meet the governmental objective.

Under such an analysis, while there would theoretically be a point at which fees that are required to satisfy court imposed pretrial release conditions could become excessive, pretrial supervision fees that are justified by the government as necessary administrative costs may be acceptable. Pretrial supervision fees that are exorbitant; however, would certainly be vulnerable to challenge under an excessive-ness argument, especially if the defendant could establish that less onerous (and expensive) pretrial release conditions could meet the state’s interest in assuring the defendant’s presence at trial and the safety of the community.

A difficult situation arises when a defendant’s inability to pay pretrial supervision fees puts him or her at risk for being incarcerated or prevents the defendant from being released on supervision in the first place.

Although there is no case law directly on this point, a United States Supreme Court case illustrates a useful principle to this discussion. In Bearden v. Georgia, 461 U.S. 660 (1983), the United States Supreme Court held that a sentencing court could not revoke defendant’s probation for failure to pay a fine absent a showing that he was somehow responsible for the failure and that alternative forms of punishment would be inadequate to meet the state’s interest in punishment and deterrence. The court

---

15 “First, the private interest that will be affected by the official action; second, the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and finally, the Government’s interest, including the function involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that the additional or substitute procedural requirement would entail.” Matthews, supra, at 335.
reasoned that if probationer could not pay despite sufficient bona fide efforts to acquire the resources to do so, the court must consider alternative measures of punishment other than imprisonment. Only if the alternative measures are not adequate to meet the state’s interests in punishment and deterrence may the court imprison the probationer. (Id at 671-672).

Applying this analysis to the pretrial setting in which a defendant is still presumed innocent would presumably result in an even more protective stance with respect to a defendant’s inability to pay supervision fees. It is likely that if incarceration or continued incarceration were to result from a defendant’s inability to pay supervision fees, a court would at least be amenable to having a hearing at which a defendant may establish a bona fide inability to pay and to argue for less financially onerous conditions.

**Delegation of Judicial Authority**

The delegation of judicial authority in this case relates to a court which delegates its authority to set or modify pretrial release conditions to a pretrial services or similar agency. Generally, the authority of courts is statutorily delineated by the legislature, within constitutional limits. (20 Am. Jur 2d. Courts § 7, 2009). Unless statutorily permitted, a judge may not delegate its judicial authority or the performance of judicial acts to another, even with the consent of the parties. (46 Am. Jur 2d. Judges § 22, 2009). The authority to set bail is exclusively judicial, except insofar as there may be a statutory authorization granting the rights to others. (8A Am. Jur. 2d Bail and Recognizance § 8, 2009). So, for example, a judicial administrative order permitting clerks of court to sign orders of release for county prisoners was found unenforceable in light of the existence of a statute that required a judge’s signature. (Id).

In the case of *People v. Rickman*, 178 P.3d 1202 (Co. 2008), the court applied these general principles in deciding the authority of a pretrial services agency to set pretrial release conditions. In *Rickman*, the trial court set a cash bail amount upon the defendant and ordered him to Pretrial Supervision upon posting bail but did not order any further conditions of pretrial release. During his initial meeting with his pretrial services representative, the defendant signed a form that was entitled “Conditions of Bond” and that had been approved by the county court judges for use by pretrial services. The pretrial services representative checked off numerous conditions, including that the defendant not use a firearm or commit a felony while on bail. The form describing conditions was never signed by a judge or otherwise incorporated in the court’s bail order.

The defendant was later charged with violating the conditions of pretrial release that he not possess a firearm or commit a felony while on bail. As part of that case, he challenged the two release conditions on the basis that the pretrial services agent did not have the authority to impose conditions of release; the Colorado Supreme Court agreed.

Applying the general standard articulated above, the court looked to Colorado statutes in determining the judge’s authority to delegate to the pretrial services agency and the pretrial services agency’s authority to set pretrial release conditions. The court determined that the judge was statutorily autho-
rized to order that the defendant submit to the supervision of some “qualified person or organization.” The “qualified person or organization,” in this case the pretrial services agency, was then authorized to supervise the defendant according to a number of statutorily delineated supervision methods (telephone contact, office visits, GPS monitoring, etc.). Nowhere in the statutory scheme, however, was the judge permitted to delegate its authority to set the actual conditions of pretrial release to a pretrial services agency.

The court stated:

“Absent statutory authorization, a court may not delegate its authority to set bond conditions. Taking bail and setting the amount of bail are incident to the court’s power to hear and determine cases. [citation omitted]. Necessarily, the discretion to set conditions of a bail bond is also a part of the court’s judicial function. See [the Colorado bail statute] (“The judge may impose such additional conditions upon the conduct of the defendant as will, in the judge’s opinion, render it more likely that the defendant will fulfill the other bail bond conditions.”) (emphasis added). Therefore, just as a court may not delegate its power to set bail, it may not hand over its authority to determine the conditions of the bail bond.” Id. at 1207.

Although only one case, this decision has wide reaching implications for jurisdictions in which courts are delegating the authority to pretrial services agencies to set or modify conditions of pretrial release. Unless specifically authorized by statute, the setting or modifying of conditions of pretrial release by pretrial services agencies is vulnerable to attack.
NATIONAL PRETRIAL SPECIFIC RESEARCH

In addition to being consistent with the legal and constitutional rights afforded to accused persons awaiting trial, legal and evidence-based practices for pretrial services are interventions and practices that research have proven to be effective in reducing unnecessary detention while assuring court appearance and the safety of the community during the pretrial stage. LEBP is a relatively new and emerging field and admittedly lacks the research that identifies the practices and interventions that meet the criteria of LEBP. For this reason, a comprehensive review of existing pretrial specific research in the areas of (1) pretrial release conditions and interventions (e.g., court date notification, drug testing, electronic monitoring, and pretrial supervision) and (2) pretrial release types (i.e., recognizance, unsecured bail, and secured bail) and their effectiveness in reducing unnecessary detention while assuring court appearance and the safety of the community during the pretrial stage.

Pretrial Release Conditions and Interventions

A wide net was cast in an effort to identify relevant research related to pretrial release conditions and interventions. A variety of digital subscription databases, such as Academic OneFile, EBSCOhost, HeinOnline, LexisNexis, and ProQuest, were used to search and locate relevant studies published in academic journals and periodicals. Other online libraries, such as, the National Institute of Corrections,\textsuperscript{16} National Criminal Justice Reference Service,\textsuperscript{17} Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research,\textsuperscript{18} and the Pretrial Justice Institute\textsuperscript{19} were also consulted.

The literature review resulted in more than 200 peer-reviewed articles and policy related reports, all of which were filtered for relevancy and examined for use in guiding the discussion of the effectiveness of pretrial release conditions and interventions. The information contained in this section was determined to be the most relevant regarding the effectiveness of pretrial release conditions and interventions including court date notification, drug testing, electronic monitoring, and pretrial supervision (see Appendix for a complete list of relevant research utilized in this section).

Court Date Notification

The problem of failure to appear (FTA) in this country can be extraordinarily costly, both in terms of the financial cost to local justice systems and the integrity of the judicial process. Each court date missed has a ripple effect throughout the justice system, leading to inefficient use of time and resources that are often already overtaxed. Missed court appearances frequently result in arrest warrants that require justice system resources for processing and serving. Defendants arrested on warrants for FTA often spend more time in local jails when compared to other jail admissions. Missed court appearances impact victims and witnesses that share a stake in the court hearings. Reminding defendants of their

\textsuperscript{16} National Institute of Corrections Library, http://nicic.gov/Features/Library.

\textsuperscript{17} Nation Criminal Justice Reference Service Library, www.ncjrs.gov.

\textsuperscript{18} Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research, www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/ and www.icpsr.umich.edu/NACJD.

\textsuperscript{19} Pretrial Justice Institute, www.pretrial.org.
court appearances — court date notification — is a pretrial release intervention designed to reduce failure to appear and associated costs.

The research review identified six studies that shed light on the potential effectiveness of court date notification. Although there are many other court date notification programs in operation across the country, this report focuses on existing research and evaluation studies that have been made available for public access, including those conducted in the state of Nebraska; Multnomah County, Oregon; Flagstaff, Arizona; Jefferson County, Colorado; King County, Washington; and New York City, New York. A description of the research and a summary of findings are provided for each study.

NEBRASKA

Through a grant from the National Institute of Justice, researchers with the University of Nebraska Public Policy Center tested the effectiveness of a pilot court reminder program in 14 of Nebraska’s county courts. The sample size for this study included 7,865 misdemeanor defendants that were mailed notification postcards from March 2009 through May 2010. The study measured the effectiveness of three different types of court date reminder postcards at reducing FTA rates and measured whether the court date reminders differentially impacted defendants when considering racial category. The first sample group included a simple reminder condition. This group received a postcard with the time and place of the scheduled hearing. The second sample included a reminder-sanctions condition. Defendants in this group were mailed a postcard that included the simple reminder message as well as a description of a range of penalties for failing to appear in court. The third sample group was sent a reminder-procedural condition. Defendants in this group were sent postcards that included the simple reminder and sanction message, as well as additional procedural information. A control group served as the baseline sample.

Overall, the study showed that mailing reminder notifications to misdemeanor defendants reduced FTA rates. The FTA rate for the baseline group of this study was 12.6 percent while the FTA rate for those receiving any postcard was 9.7 percent. The most effective notification results were found in the reminder-sanctions condition sample group that had an FTA rate of 8.3 percent. This reminder type was also the most effective at reducing the FTA rate for all three major racial categories, and was especially effective for Whites and Hispanics. The sample group that was sent the reminder-procedural condition had an FTA rate of 9.8 percent and appeared to have a strong effect for Whites and Blacks, but not Hispanics. The reminder type that was least effective at reducing FTA rates was the simple reminder condition with an FTA rate of 10.9 percent (not statistically significant).

---

20 Mitchel N. Herian and Brian H. Bornstein, September 2010, “Reducing Failure to Appear in Nebraska: A Field Study,” The Nebraska Lawyer, 13, no. 8: 11.
MULTNOMAH COUNTY, OREGON\textsuperscript{21}

In May 2005, Multnomah County, Oregon implemented a pilot program to determine if the FTA rate could be reduced through the utilization of an automated court date notification system. The automated telephone software system — Court Appearance Notification System (CANS) — began placing notification calls on May 31, 2005. During the first 6 months of notification calls, the CANS system placed notification calls for 2,391 felony and non-felony case events (hearings), representing about 21 percent of all eligible case events. Multnomah County completed a program evaluation in 2006 using a limited quasi-experimental design that examined both the process and outcomes of the program. Three statistically relevant randomly selected groups were used; treatment call success (call placed and either a person answered or a message was left on an answering service \([n=204]\)), treatment call missed (call placed but no one answered and no message was left on an answering service \([n=158]\)), and non-treatment comparison group (no call made \([n=184]\)).

The evaluation, using a random sample of cases from the first 6 months of program implementation, showed that notifying defendants of their upcoming court dates using an automated phone call system reduced failing to appear rates. The treatment call success group experienced a 16 percent failure to appear rate compared to 28 percent for the non-treatment comparison group. In addition, the treatment call missed group experienced a 23 percent failure to appear rate; 5 percent less than the comparison group. The study did acknowledge, however, that defendants with a contact phone number may have greater stability than those without a contact phone number — potentially influencing the study results.

COCONINO COUNTY, ARIZONA\textsuperscript{22}

In Coconino County, Arizona failures to appear or otherwise comply with court orders account for 22.9 percent of the total local jail population. In addition, defendants jailed due to misdemeanor failure to obey a court order had an average length of stay of 7.7 days compared with 4.1 days for misdemeanor DUI cases and 5.2 days for violent misdemeanor cases against a victim. The Criminal Justice Coordinating Counsel in Flagstaff, Arizona implemented a pilot project in an attempt to reduce the FTA rate for cite and release misdemeanor cases at first appearance. Cite and release cases are cases where defendants are issued citations and released without being admitted to the jail. A volunteer from the Flagstaff Police Department called defendants to remind them of their upcoming scheduled court appearance. Data was collected between January and April 2006 and a sample identified from 489 misdemeanor citations. From that sample a control group (244 citation cases where no contact was made) and a study sample (calls made for 245 citation cases) were used to conduct this study.

The study concluded that calling defendants with cite and release misdemeanor cases to remind them of their initial court appearance improved appearance rates. The control group's FTA rate was 25.4


\textsuperscript{22} Wendy F. White, 2006, \textit{Court Hearing Call Notification Project}, Coconino County, AZ: Criminal Coordinating Council and Flagstaff Justice Court.
percent, while the study group’s FTA rate was nearly half (12.9 percent). All types of phone contacts resulted in lower FTA rates while speaking directly to the defendant showed the largest reduction in FTA. The FTA rates were as follows: 5.9 percent when the caller spoke directly to the defendant, 15 percent when a message was left with another person, and 21 percent when a message was left on an answering service.

JEFFERSON COUNTY, COLORADO

The Court Date Notification Program in Jefferson County, Colorado focused on the problem of failure to appear in the Duty Division of the Jefferson County Court. That particular division is staffed on a rotating basis by the seven county court judges in Jefferson County. Each day, that division hears an average of 77 unrepresented traffic and misdemeanor cases summoned into court by a number of municipal, county, and state ticketing agencies.

The Court Date Notification Program started with a target population of defendants who had “No Proof of Insurance” (NPOI) as one of their charges. This was done for several reasons. First, files containing this charge account for over half of the cases seen in Duty Division each day. Second, defendants facing an NPOI charge typically have other charges associated with the same stop. Third, fines for these charges are typically high; reducing FTAs for these cases might ultimately lead to increased revenue to the state. Fourth, defendants facing NPOI charges frequently ask for continuances to bring in the required documentation, causing additional strain on the court’s workload.

Between April and September 2006, the Court Date Notification Program attempted to contact nearly 5,600 defendants who had NPOI as one of their charges. The program successfully contacted approximately 3,500 defendants (spoke to defendant, a third party, or left a message on an answering service). The study concluded that calling defendants who had NPOI as one of their charges to remind them of their court appearance reduced failure to appear rates. The 3,500 defendants who were successfully contacted experienced an FTA rate of 11 percent; a reduction of 52 percent (from 23 percent to 11 percent) when compared to baseline data. When looking at notification types, direct phone contact with the defendant had the largest impact, followed by leaving a message on an answering service and leaving a message with a third party.

KING COUNTY, WA

In 1998, a study was conducted which examined misdemeanor case processing in King County, Washington. One recommendation contained in the study involved implementing a court date reminder program to reduce the high incidence of FTA by providing timely and effective notification of sched-
uled hearings. As a result of the study and related recommendation, the Reminder Project was initiated and modeled after what is commonly used in the medical field — a reminder phone call. The Reminder Project began in 1998 to serve the jurisdictions that make up King County District Court. Volunteers were used to call defendants to remind them of their upcoming scheduled court appearance.

In an effort to test the effectiveness of the Reminder Project, a study was conducted which assessed the impact of the program on FTA rates for misdemeanor cases. Pre-program data (October 1997 to September 1998) was used for baseline comparison purposes. Post-program implementation data was used to measure changes in FTA rates (October 1998 to December 1999).

The study concluded that calling defendants who had misdemeanor cases pending in King County District Court reduced failure to appear rates. The FTA reduction varied from locality to locality and ranged from a low of 1.33 percent to a high of 22 percent reduction in FTA. The author acknowledges that the study was a simple examination of the Reminder Project and the potential impact on failure to appear. A more rigorous research study was recommended.

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

New York City has a long history of utilizing court date notification as a tool to minimize FTA. Research and evaluation regarding the effectiveness of their court date notification program has been examined periodically since the 1970’s. The last such study conducted in 1991 by the New York City Criminal Justice Agency (CJA) examined FTA results obtained for Desk Appearance Tickets (DAT), which are written summons requiring arrestees to appear for arraignment in criminal court on misdemeanor or lesser offenses.

Defendants issued a DAT were mailed notification letters instructing them to call CJA staff to confirm that they would attend their upcoming scheduled court appearance. Defendants who did not respond to the letter were called by CJA staff in an attempt to notify them of the upcoming court appearance. The sample used to examine FTA rates included all scheduled appearances for this population between February 4 and March 27, 1991. The period for data collection used for analysis was separated into two groups, time 1 and time 2. Time 1 consisted of court dates scheduled between February 4, 1991 and March 1, 1991 and time 2 between March 4, 1991 and March 27, 1991.

The study concluded that notifying defendants who were issued a DAT reduced failure to appear rates. During time 1, defendants who were successfully notified of their court date had an FTA rate of 13.8 percent compared to 21.7 percent for defendants who were not successfully notified. Time 2 results were similar — defendants who were successfully notified had a 15.3 percent FTA rate compared to

23.0 percent for defendants who were not successfully notified. In addition, FTA rates were lower when telephone contact was made with defendants when compared to defendants who were sent the letter but not reached by phone. Further, examination of both time 1 and time 2 data revealed that phone contact directly with the defendant had a greater impact on FTA rates when compared to phone contact with someone other than the defendant.

It should be noted that not all the studies conducted by the New York City Criminal Justice Agency came to the same conclusions. In fact, in a 21-month study that examined data for defendants both bailed and released on recognizance (ROR) from January 1986 to September 1987 found that there was no significant increase or decrease in overall FTA rates as a result of the notification program. Further analysis did; however, find that notifications appeared to have interrupted a trend of rising FTA rates among the bailed defendant population and that the notification program appeared to be more effective at reducing FTA rates among defendants CJA recommended be released on own recognizance.

**SUMMARY**

The evaluations and studies reviewed above were conducted in 6 different states over nearly 30 years. All the studies examined the effectiveness of court date notification programs. The target populations among the studies varied and ranged from defendants issued a citation/summons for minor offenses to those charged with felony offenses. Different approaches of notifying defendants were utilized and included (1) “live” callers such as volunteers or paid staff to call defendants to remind them of upcoming court dates, (2) an automated calling system, (3) notification letters or post cards, and (4) a combination of notification letters and phone calls. All of the studies concluded that court date notifications in some form are effective at reducing failures to appear in court.

**Drug Testing**

Many pretrial services agencies throughout the country provide drug testing to monitor a defendant’s drug use as a condition of pretrial release. This pretrial release condition has been utilized for decades and according to the 2009 Survey of Pretrial Programs, the number of pretrial services agencies offering drug testing as a pretrial release condition has grown from 75 percent in 2001 to 90 percent in 2009.

The research related to the effectiveness of drug testing in reducing pretrial failure, in large measure, comes from the implementation of drug testing programs in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Beginning in 1984, the D.C. Pretrial Services Agency (PSA) implemented the first drug testing program in the country. The program was designed to identify high-risk drug-involved defendants through pre-release drug testing so that pretrial release conditions could be ordered to address their drug behavior and to deter pretrial failure through drug test monitoring and treatment services.

---


The drug testing program model developed by the D.C. PSA expanded throughout the nation in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Through funding provided by the Bureau of Justice Assistance, pretrial drug testing demonstration projects were implemented in other jurisdictions in an effort to predict the likelihood of pretrial failure among drug involved defendants and to use the pretrial release condition of drug testing as a tool to deter pretrial failure. Jurisdictions that implemented the drug testing program model included, but were not limited to, the following: Multnomah County, Oregon; Pima and Maricopa Counties, Arizona; Prince George’s County, Maryland; and Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

The research related to the potential impact of drug testing as a condition of pretrial release focuses on research evaluation studies conducted in the late 1980s and early 1990s. All studies relate to either the D.C. PSA drug testing program or the Bureau of Justice Assistance demonstration projects conducted in Multnomah County, Oregon; Pima and Maricopa Counties, Arizona; Prince George’s County, Maryland; and Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

**WASHINGTON, D.C.**

In 1989, a study was conducted which examined the effectiveness of the drug testing program that was implemented by the D.C. PSA in 1984. The data examined arrestees from June 1984 to January 1985 who were drug tested pretrial, tested positive for drug use, and were subsequently released pending trial. This study used an experimental design by randomly assigning approximately 2,000 released defendants to one of three groups: periodic drug testing, referral to drug treatment, or a control group.

The primary finding of the study was that the rate of pretrial failure did not vary significantly based on the random assignment to one of three groups: periodic drug testing, referral to treatment, or the control group. The study also examined the periodic drug testing group in more detail. The researchers found that the periodic drug testing group separated itself into two sub-groups, “successful participants” and “non-participants.” Successful participants essentially appeared as required for drug testing and non-participants dropped out of the program by not showing for scheduled drug testing. When comparing these two groups, rearrest rates for the successful participants were significantly lower than that of the non-participants. The researchers suggested that participation in the drug testing program provided a “signal” that the defendant exhibited low-risk behavioral characteristics that would be associated with pretrial failure while those who were non-compliant and failed to participate in drug testing signaled higher-risk behavior.

**MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN AND PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY, MARYLAND**

In 1988 and 1989, Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Prince George's County, Maryland implemented drug testing programs for pretrial defendants and served as demonstration projects for the Bureau of Justice Assistance. The programs were premised on the idea that information about drug use among pretrial

---

defendants derived from pre-bail drug testing would be a predictor of pretrial failure during pretrial release; and that drug testing would serve as an effective supervisory tool for minimizing drug use, failure-to-appear, and crime among drug-involved defendants granted conditional pretrial release.

One study of the demonstration projects examined the impact of pretrial drug monitoring during pretrial release on pretrial failure (failure to appear and rearrest). The sample data used from Prince George’s County included cases from August 1988 through February 1989 and Milwaukee County from March through December 1989 that were assigned either to the experimental or control groups. The control group did not participate in drug monitoring and the experimental group was tested for drug use regularly. The sample for the experimental and control groups used in Prince George’s County included 298 cases in each group. Milwaukee County used a sample of 389 in the experimental group, with 348 in the control group. This study concluded that drug testing defendants during the pretrial stage as a condition of pretrial release did not reduce pretrial failure when compared to similar defendant’s who were not tested.31

A second study of the demonstration projects examined the deterrent effect of drug testing when combined with a system of sanctions designed to enforce defendant compliance with the conditions of pretrial release. Examples of sanctions tested in Prince George’s County for violations of the drug testing program include (1) increased frequency of testing, (2) required the defendant to attend a correction program that described treatment options and referrals, (3) notified the court and ordered the defendant to a treatment program, (4) requested a show-cause hearing to recommend brief incarceration and reassigned to drug monitoring, and (5) requested show-cause to recommend brief incarceration and reassigned to drug monitoring with electronic monitoring for nonworking hours. In Milwaukee, the sanctions tested included (1) counseling by program staff, (2) increased drug testing, (3) returning to court for show-cause hearing, and (4) requesting a bench warrant. Defendants were assigned to either a control or experimental group and the impact of drug test monitoring combined with a system of sanctioning was tested. This study concluded that participation in drug testing alone had no deterrent impact on pretrial failure; however, given the problems experienced in implementing sanction schemes, the researchers could not draw firm conclusions about the impact of sanctions combined with drug test monitoring.32


PIMA AND MARICOPA COUNTIES, ARIZONA

Pima County and Maricopa County, Arizona also implemented drug testing programs for pretrial defendants and served as demonstration projects for the Bureau of Justice Assistance. A study was conducted which examined the effectiveness of pretrial drug testing to predict pretrial failure and the effectiveness of pretrial drug test monitoring as a method to reduce pretrial failure.

Using experimental data from Pima County and Maricopa County, Arizona, the researchers tested the impact of drug test monitoring on a defendant’s drug use and chances of pretrial failure while released pending trial. The study used an experimental design in both sites with data collected from May through October 1988. Defendants were randomly assigned to either a drug test (monitoring) group or a control (defendants released without drug test monitoring) group.

In each site, two phases of research were conducted. In the first phase, a sample of defendants was tested for drug use and followed in the community. The second phase involved an experiment in which some defendants were assigned randomly to either ordinary release conditions or periodic drug testing with sanctions for noncompliance. The sanctions for noncompliance in Pima County began with a verbal warning, written warning, and then a referral to a substance abuse center. On completion of the substance abuse program evaluation, release conditions were modified in accordance with the treatment plan; sanctions were suspended for up to 30 days while the defendant was in treatment. If the defendant tested positively subsequent to the treatment, a petition to review the release conditions was filed. Unexcused failures to provide specimens also resulted in sanctions. In Maricopa County, testing positively and unexcused failures to appear for testing were treated as noncompliance. The continuum of sanctions included a verbal warning, followed by a written warning, and a petition to the court to revoke the defendant’s release.

This study concluded that monitoring drug use by drug testing defendants as a condition of pretrial release had neither a substantively or statistically significant effect at reducing pretrial failure (failure to appear and rearrest). The only statistically significant finding was in Maricopa County where defendants assigned to the drug testing (monitoring) group experienced a statistically significant increase in pretrial failure to appear and rearrest. This finding was contrary to the expectations of the research.

MULTNOMAH COUNTY, OREGON

The Detection and Monitoring of Drug-Using Arrestees (DMDA) Program in Multnomah County, Oregon, was developed to serve as a demonstration project sponsored by the Bureau of Justice Assis-


The DMDA sought to incorporate drug use information in the pretrial process by providing the arraignment court with information on defendant drug use and by providing a program of drug test monitoring as a condition of supervised pretrial release.

The program provided drug testing and monitoring at the time pretrial release conditions were set and during pretrial services supervision as a condition of release. The goals of the program were to reduce the incidence of failure to appear for scheduled court appearances and to minimize rearrest for new crimes while on release.

An evaluation of the program was conducted that focused on defendants released to the custody and supervision of the Pretrial Release Supervision Program pending trial. An experimental research design was implemented to assess the impact of drug monitoring on pretrial failure to appear and rearrest. The data used for analysis included 396 monitored and 154 control group defendants. Control group defendants were placed under the same pretrial supervision as monitored defendants, but were not tested for drug use. The study concluded that drug test monitoring did not reduce failure to appear or rearrest rates for monitored defendants when compared to non-monitored defendants. Drug use information resulting from the monitoring was used by pretrial services staff to make referrals to treatment programs, yet monitored and control group defendants were referred to treatment at equal rates. The authors note that the monitoring program itself suffered from chronically high rates of defendant noncompliance. It was reported that less than half (42 percent of defendants placed on monitoring reported for testing four or more times.

**SUMMARY**

Most of the research regarding pretrial drug testing was spurred by the drug testing program started in the District of Columbia and later replicated and evaluated through funding provided by the Bureau of Justice Assistance. The primary body of research for pretrial drug testing comes as a result of the implementation and program evaluations completed in Washington, D.C.; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Prince George's County, Maryland; Multnomah, Oregon; and Pima and Maricopa Counties, Arizona, over a 10 year period from the mid 1980s through the early 1990s. The research conducted used experimental designs to test the effectiveness of drug test monitoring as a tool to deter or reduce pretrial failure. In some of the studies drug testing in combination with the use of sanctions was also evaluated. None of the studies reviewed found empirical evidence that could be used to demonstrate that when drug testing is applied to defendants as a condition of pretrial release it is effective at deterring or reducing pretrial failure, even when a system of sanctions is imposed.

**Electronic Monitoring**

Jail crowding is a challenge faced at one time or another by most localities in the United States. With the advent of Electronic Monitoring (EM), many in the criminal justice system saw opportunities to reduce jail crowding by electronically monitoring defendants and offenders in lieu of incarceration. Consistent with the concept of reducing unnecessary detention while assuring court appearance and community safety, EM has been used as an alternative to detention for pretrial defendants for over 20
years. EM in various forms has been used to provide surveillance of pretrial defendants and to monitor compliance with certain conditions of pretrial release. Although much of the EM research focuses on the application of EM for post conviction populations (offenders), there is a body of research that examines the efficacy of EM applied in pretrial settings. Below is a summary of research that examined the use of electronic monitoring to reduce unnecessary detention while assuring court appearance and community safety for defendants released pretrial.

**MESA COUNTY, ARIZONA**

Mesa County, Arizona began a pretrial release pilot program on August 11, 2008. The pilot project was intended to evaluate the use of electronic monitoring by means of a Global Positioning System (GPS), and its impact on reducing unnecessary detention and failure to appear for misdemeanor defendants. Following implementation, a study was conducted to assess the effectiveness of the pilot program. Data used for this study was collected between August 11 and December 31, 2008 and included 151 defendants who were in custody, met program criteria, and were subsequently released to the pretrial release pilot program on personal recognizance (PR) with a condition of EM. In addition to EM, defendants were provided a reminder call the day prior to the scheduled court appearance.

It was reported that the average failure to appear rate for misdemeanor defendants in the Mesa Municipal Court was 29 percent although it is unknown when and how this rate was determined. The FTA rate of 29 percent was used as a baseline for this study. The study concluded that release with EM and a reminder call the day prior to the scheduled court appearance significantly reduced failure to appear. Defendants released on personal recognizance with a condition of EM, including a court reminder call, had an FTA rate of 5 percent compared to the court average FTA rate of 29 percent. In addition, during the pilot study period, defendants released on personal recognizance increased, resulting in a reduction in the average length of stay in jail for pretrial defendants. The author acknowledged that it was unclear if the reduction in failure to appear was due to the reminder call, the EM and a desire to have the GPS device removed, or a combination of the two.

**LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS**

The Pretrial Services Unit of Lake County, Illinois began operating in October 1983 in response to local county jail crowding. The Pretrial Services Unit initially focused on providing pretrial investigation reports to the court to assist with the pretrial release decision. The Pretrial Bond Supervision (PTBS) component began a few years later, providing pretrial supervision to defendants released on personal recognizance with a condition of supervision. In addition to standard pretrial services supervision (court date reminders and random periodic home visits), EM was provided when ordered by the court as a condition of pretrial release.

---


To examine the effectiveness of utilizing electronic monitoring, failure rates (new arrest, FTA, or technical violations) were compared between program participants who were released on personal recognizance with standard pretrial services supervision with and without EM as a condition of release. Case closure data from 1986 through 1988 was used for analysis. The sample included 219 defendants electronically monitored and 334 defendants non-electronically monitored.

Defendants under pretrial supervision who were released with the condition of electronic monitoring had comparable failure to appear rates (7.3 percent vs. 6.9 percent and new arrest rates (3.7 percent vs. 4.8 percent when compared to defendants released without the EM condition. The overall failure rate was higher, however, due to a higher technical violation rate (7.8 percent vs. 1.1 percent) for defendants released with the electronic monitoring condition.

It was noted that cases placed on supervision with EM were believed to be a higher-risk when compared to defendants placed without EM, yet an objective risk assessment was not applied to either population. The authors suggested that having EM as a condition of supervision offered a viable alternative to detention, thereby reducing unnecessary detention and alleviating jail crowding.

**FEDERAL PRETRIAL**

There are 94 federal judicial districts in the U.S. District Court system. All 94 Districts have a pretrial services agency. In 1989, 17 of the 94 federal pretrial services agencies offered electronic monitoring as a condition of pretrial release. The effectiveness of electronically monitoring federal defendants on pretrial release was explored by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, Office of Probation and Pretrial Services (OPPS). Pretrial services supervision outcomes (FTA and rearrest) were examined using all cases closed nationally in 1989 (n=22,725). In the 17 Districts that offered EM, 7,234 cases were closed that year including 168 that were released with an EM condition.

When comparing supervision outcomes, defendants released with electronic monitoring had a higher FTA rate (5.4 percent) when compared to the 17 districts that offered EM (3.0 percent) and all cases closed nationally (2.8 percent). Similar results were found for felony rearrests — electronic monitoring cases had higher rearrest rates (3.6 percent) compared to the 17 districts that offered EM (1.9 percent) and all cases closed nationally (2.1 percent). The author of this study concluded that the effectiveness of electronic monitoring at reducing failure to appear and rearrest, in this case, could not be established empirically based on the available data. A primary observation was that defendants released with a condition of electronic monitoring were a higher risk of pretrial failure. Eighty-four percent of the defendants released with electronic monitoring were released after the initial appearance. The implication of this finding is that these defendants presented a risk of flight or danger to the community that could not be addressed early on in the process. Although not conclusive, the study suggested that utilizing EM with high-risk defendants with only modest increases in FTA and rearrest rates may allow for the release of defendants as an alternative to detention who would otherwise have been detained.

---

MARION COUNTY, INDIANA

Faced with jail crowding in the late 1980s, Marion County began to implement alternatives to detention. One solution was the utilization of electronic monitoring as a condition of release for pretrial defendants. In July, 1988, the Marion County Community Corrections Agency began providing electronic monitoring services to pretrial defendants. The goal of the program was to reduce jail crowding, while assuring court appearance and public safety. Subsequently, a research study sponsored by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), and conducted by the University of Indiana, was conducted to assess the efficacy of electronic monitoring in the pretrial setting. The study was a non experimental evaluation of the Marion County pretrial electronic monitoring program and examined data that was collected from July 1988 through July 1989 and included 224 cases. Cases on pretrial electronic monitoring were restricted to nonviolent cases only, including the exclusion of defendants with criminal histories with patterns of prior violence. To avoid net-widening, consideration for release with the condition of electronic monitoring occurred only after five days from the time of admission to jail.

An actual FTA rate was not reported, however, it was noted that 3 percent of the defendants supervised on EM failed to appear and remained at large as absconders at the conclusion of the study period. In addition, 1.3 percent of the defendants placed on EM were rearrested while on pretrial release. The authors acknowledged that the impact of EM could not be assessed due to a lack of comparison data and that the selection criteria may also have had an impact on the results.

SUMMARY

Electronic monitoring as a condition of pretrial release grew out of the need to address the problem of jail crowding. EM, in various forms, is used as an alternative to detention with the goal of reducing unnecessary detention while assuring court appearance and community safety for defendants released pretrial. The research conducted surrounding EM as a condition of pretrial release resulted in similar conclusions; utilizing EM as a condition of pretrial release does not reduce failure to appear or rearrest. What is noted in several studies; however, is that EM was believed to be ordered for more high-risk defendants — defendants who may not otherwise have been released if not for the availability of this alternative to detention. As a result, it was hypothesized that providing EM as a condition of pretrial release has the potential to reduce unnecessary detention for higher-risk defendants while maintaining court appearance and community safety (as evidenced by comparable or marginally higher FTA and rearrest rates). Research is needed to test this hypothesis.

Pretrial Supervision With Alternatives to Detention

All U.S. District Courts in the federal court system are served by pretrial services agencies. The Pretrial Services Act of 1982 authorized the implementation of pretrial services nationwide with a primary purpose of reducing unnecessary pretrial detention. Consistent with the concept of pretrial justice and U.S. Code Title 18, Part II, Chapter 207, § 3142 Release or Detention of a Defendant Pending Trial,

the Administrative Office of the United States Courts provides the Federal Judiciary with funding to support alternatives to pretrial detention. Alternatives to pretrial detention include, but are not limited to, third-party custodian, substance abuse testing, substance abuse treatment, location monitoring, halfway house, community housing or shelter, mental health treatment, sex offender treatment, and computer monitoring. Pretrial services agencies can recommend any of these alternatives to detention as conditions of pretrial release and judicial officers can set one or more of the alternatives to detention as conditions of release in lieu of secured detention.

Utilization of alternatives to detention as conditions of pretrial release should be consistent with the evidence-based practice “risk principle.” As it relates to the post-conviction field, research has demonstrated that evidence-based interventions directed towards offenders with a moderate to high-risk of committing new crimes will result in better outcomes for both offenders and the community. Conversely, treatment resources targeted to low-risk offenders produce little, if any, positive effect.39

Recent research conducted specifically for pretrial defendants supports the applicability of this principle to the pretrial services field. The Pretrial Risk Assessment Study for the federal court40 employed data provided by OPPS that described all persons charged with criminal offenses in the federal courts between October 1, 2001 and September 30, 2007 who were processed by the federal pretrial services system (N=565,178). All federal districts with the exception of the District of Columbia were represented in the study.41 In addition to identifying the predictors of pretrial failure (risk factors), the study examined the use of alternatives to pretrial detention while considering risk. The relevant findings are provided below.

1. Release conditions that include alternatives to pretrial detention generally decrease the likelihood of success pending trial for lower-risk defendants and should be required sparingly (excluding mental health treatment which, when appropriate, is beneficial regardless of risk).

2. Alternatives to pretrial detention are most appropriate for moderate and higher-risk defendants as it allows for pretrial release while either increasing or not decreasing pretrial success. Alternatives to pretrial detention should be imposed for this population when a defendant presents a specific risk of pretrial failure that can be addressed by a specific alternative.


41 The District of Columbia operates a pretrial services agency that serves both the Superior Court and the District Court. This agency operates independent of the federal system and no data are reported to the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.
3. Defendants identified as moderate and higher-risk are the most suited for pretrial release — both programmatically and economically — with conditions of alternatives to pretrial detention. The pretrial release of these defendants can be maximized by minimizing the likelihood of pretrial failure through participation in alternatives to detention.

The study concluded that utilizing alternatives to detention as conditions of pretrial release for the appropriate defendant population can reduce unnecessary detention while assuring court appearance and community safety.

**Pretrial Supervision**

Pretrial services agencies provide monitoring and supervision of defendants released with court ordered pretrial release conditions. Pretrial release conditions are intended to address a defendant’s risk of flight and danger to community while on release pending trial. Pretrial supervision is primarily intended to facilitate, support, and monitor defendant’s compliance with pretrial release conditions; thereby advancing the goal of assuring court appearance and community safety during the pretrial stage.

The primary mechanisms used by pretrial services agencies to monitor and supervise pretrial release conditions include face-to-face contacts, home contacts, telephone contacts, collateral contacts, court date reminders, and criminal history checks. There is no standard for what constitutes pretrial supervision as it relates to frequencies and types of defendant contacts, and as a result, practices vary substantially. A review of supervision strategies in numerous pretrial services agencies nationally revealed disparate practices for what constitutes pretrial supervision. The frequency and types of contacts ranged from monthly phone contacts with an automated calling system to daily in-person reporting by defendants. Some agencies utilize face-to-face contacts while others do not. The same is true for home contacts, collateral contacts, court date reminders, and criminal history checks — some agencies provide them and others do not. Even when the mechanism to provide supervision is used, the nature and frequency of the contact varies. Interestingly, all programs referred to the services provided as pretrial supervision, including the agency that required only once a month phone contact with an automated calling system as well as the agency that required daily in-person reporting. Similarly, some pretrial agencies require the same frequencies and types of contacts and provide the same supervision to all defendants regardless of current charges or risk posed. Some agencies utilize a differential pretrial supervision strategy — requiring different frequencies and types of contacts based on current charges and risk posed (levels of supervision).

With the lack of standardization as to what is pretrial supervision and the wide variation of supervision requirements and practices, little is known about the supervision practices that are most effective for pretrial defendants in assuring court appearance and community safety pending trial. There is a dearth of research and evaluation related to effective supervision strategies and differential pretrial supervision when considering the current charges, risk of flight, and danger to the community. An overview of two research studies that begin to explore the effectiveness of different supervision strategies is provided next.
MIAMI, FLORIDA; MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN; AND PORTLAND, OREGON⁴²

In March 1980, NIJ launched a national test design of the Supervised Pretrial Release (SPR) concept. As part of its research and development mandate, NIJ required an experimental design with randomization to test a number of innovative approaches for supervising defendants released pretrial. The field test required that key program elements of supervised pretrial release be uniformly implemented and evaluated at three sites. The three selected sites included: Dade County, Florida; Milwaukee County, Wisconsin; and Multnomah County, Oregon. Among other things, the study examined the impact of different types of supervised release conditions on failure to appear and pretrial crime rates.

A total of 3,232 felony defendants were interviewed as candidates for SPR at the three sites. Approximately 52 percent of those interviewed actually entered the experimental SPR study. The study examined the level of supervision and services provided by testing two levels of supervision. Defendants were randomly assigned to two test groups. The supervision only group was to receive (1) 1 phone contact plus 2 face-to-face contacts per week during the first 30 days of release, and (2) 1 phone contact per week after the initial 30-day period. For the supervision plus services group, the minimum requirements included; (1) 1 phone contact and 1 face-to-face contact per week during the first 30 days, and (2) appropriate participation in a designated service. The authors acknowledge that despite efforts to maintain common standards of supervision and services for all three jurisdictions, each site established unique styles of providing supervision and services to their defendants and one site provided levels of supervision and services generally below the test design standards.

The study concluded that court appearance rates and rearrest rates were essentially equivalent for the supervision only and supervision plus services test groups. The most rigorous component of the SPR test design evaluated the effects of supervision alone versus supervision with services. Analysis consistently showed that the delivery of social services had no systematic impact on failure to appear or pretrial crime rates. The authors noted that this was not intended to imply that services should never be afforded defendants in obvious need, but that these services should be selectively reserved for a carefully screened minority of defendants requiring crisis-level intervention.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA⁴³

Philadelphia conducted a multi-staged experimental study intended to identify successful pretrial supervision strategies. The study included four sequenced field experiments that tested different elements of pretrial supervision. The second experiment is most relevant to the current discussion, specifically; it examined the impact of varying frequencies and types of contacts.

Philadelphia utilizes Pretrial Release Guidelines, essentially a matrix that considers the risk of pretrial failure and the seriousness of the charge and identifies a recommended release type with or with-


out pretrial supervision. A portion of the defendants is identified as being in need of release on own recognizance with special conditions. These defendants are further broken down into two types: type I (medium-risk) and type II (higher-risk). The experimental study was conducted on this population, those identified by the Pretrial Release Guidelines as appropriate for release on own recognizance with special conditions, both type I and II defendants.

The supervision experiment was carried out in the Philadelphia courts between August 1, 1996 and November 26, 1996. During that period, 845 defendants assigned type I and II supervision as a result of new charges appeared at the Pretrial Services Division, attended orientation, and then were randomly assigned to levels of supervision. This design permitted comparison of different levels of supervision within and across defendant types. Type I defendants (medium-risk) were randomly assigned to two types of supervision, similar to levels of supervision. Both groups, A and B supervision, included a pretrial services orientation and phone reporting through an automated phone system once per week. Unlike group A, group B defendants also received a personal phone call from the Warrant Unit pretrial services staff the night before each court date.

Type II defendants (higher-risk) were also randomly assigned to two types of supervision. Both groups, A and B supervision, included a pretrial services orientation and phone reporting through an automated phone system twice per week. Group B defendants were also required to meet in person with their case managers 3 days before every court date. When a defendant failed to attend the pretrial services meeting, the Warrant Unit was notified and a warrant investigator made a visit to the defendant’s residence. The investigator instructed the defendant to attend the pretrial services meeting and reminded the defendant of the upcoming court date.

The final assignment at the completion of the study period showed 175 type IA, 194 type IB, 252 type IIA, and 224 type IIB defendants. The study employed a 4-month (16-week) follow-up period to chart rates of failure to appear and rearrest among study defendants. The experimental results showed that the failure to appear and rearrest rates for type I defendants assigned to groups A and B did not vary significantly. It did show, however, type I defendants released with either A or B conditions had substantially lower failure to appear and rearrest rates when compared to baseline data. Similarly, failure to appear and rearrest rates for type II defendants assigned to groups A and B did not vary significantly. Type II defendants also exhibited much lower failure-to-appear rates than those produced among comparable baseline defendants in the earlier study, and rearrests that were slightly lower (or no higher) than among the baseline samples.

The authors concluded that, on the surface, these findings appear to suggest that gradations in restrictiveness of conditions of supervision in the experiment did not translate into commensurate differences in rates of failure to appear or rearrest. They did suggest, however, that the general content of supervision provided to defendants of both types produced rates of rearrest (for type I at least) and FTA (both types) substantially lower than those shown in the comparable baseline data. These findings
suggest that, across the board, some supervision produces better effects on defendant performance during release than no supervision (no-conditions).

SUMMARY

Pretrial supervision is primarily intended to facilitate, support, and monitor defendant’s compliance with pretrial release conditions; thereby advancing the goal of assuring court appearance and community safety during the pretrial stage. There is a lack of standardization as to what is ‘pretrial supervision’ and supervision requirements and practices vary widely. The two research studies reviewed above suggest that variations in frequencies and types of contacts may not impact failure to appear or rearrest rates. The most recent study conducted in this area, however, does suggest that supervision generally provided to defendants results in substantially lower rates of failure to appear and rearrest when compared to defendants released without supervision. It must be acknowledged that research in this area is very limited and substantially more research is needed.

Pretrial Release Types

The pretrial release decision, to release or detain a defendant pending trial and the setting of terms and conditions of release, is a monumental task which carries enormous consequences not only for the pretrial defendant but also for the safety of the community, the integrity of the judicial process, and the utilization of our often overtaxed criminal justice resources. Pretrial release, as it stands today in most states and in the federal government, serves to provide assurance that the defendant will appear for court and not be a danger to the community pending trial. Terms and conditions of pretrial release set at an amount higher, or conditions more restrictive than necessary to serve those purposes, is considered excessive.44 There is a legal presumption of release on the least restrictive terms and conditions,45 with an emphasis on non financial terms, unless the court determines that no conditions or combination of conditions will reasonably assure the appearance of the person in court and the safety of any other person and the community.46 In the U.S. Supreme Court case United States v. Salerno (1987), the Court noted that, “In our society, liberty is the norm, and detention prior to trial or without trial is the carefully limited exception.”47

Judicial officers are tasked with identifying the least restrictive terms and conditions of release that will (1) not result in unnecessary detention and (2) reasonably assure a defendant will appear for court and not present a danger to the community during the pretrial stage. There are three primary terms of bail to secure release pending trial:

44 Ibid., 1.
45 Title 18, United States Code, Section 3142(c)(1)(B).
46 Title 18, United States Code, Section 3142(e) contains three categories of criminal offenses that give rise to a rebuttable presumption that “no condition or combination of conditions” will (1) “reasonably assure” the safety of any other person and the community if the defendant is released; or (2) “reasonably assure” the appearance of the defendant as required and “reasonably assure” the safety of any other person and the community if the defendant is released.
1. **Release on Own Recognizance** — A defendant can be required to provide a promise to appear in court, signed or unsigned, to secure his/her release pending trial. A defendant is said to be released on his or her own recognizance, also known as personal recognizance.

2. **Unsecured Bail** — A defendant can be required to sign a bond stating that they promise to appear in court and agree that if they fail to appear, they will pay the court an agreed upon bail bond amount. An unsecured bail does not require money be offered up front; payment is required only if the defendant fails to appear in court.

3. **Secured Bail** — A defendant can be required to pay the court a designated amount of money or post security in the amount of the bail in order to secure release pending trial. Security can be in the form of cash or property and may be posted by the defendant or by someone on his/her behalf, e.g., a relative or a private surety (not all states allow private sureties to post security on behalf of defendants).

The pretrial release decision, in this case setting the term of release, is a reflection of pretrial justice; it is the primary attempt to balance the rights afforded to accused persons awaiting trial with the need to protect the community, maintain the integrity of the judicial process, and assure court appearance.

The federal court system reports types and conditions of release in their *Judicial Business of the United States Courts Annual Report of the Director.* The most recent report (2009) reports that of the over 70,000 cases activated in the U.S. District Court (excluding immigration cases), 46.8 percent were released pending trial while the remaining 53.2 percent were detained pending trial. Of the defendants released, 74 percent were released on unsecured bail. The remaining defendants were released on secured bail, with 17.2 percent securing release by cash or property and 8.7 percent by a private surety. Of all defendants released, regardless of the term of bail, 88.4 percent were released with the condition of pretrial supervision. Pretrial failure rates have been historically very low in the federal court system. When examining defendants processed by pretrial services between fiscal year (FY) 2001 and FY 2007 — defendants released pending trial had a 93 percent success rate (failure to appear 3.5 percent and new arrest 3.5 percent). These rates remained relatively constant across the years. Information related to pretrial failure for certain release types when controlling for the risk of pretrial failure has not been reported.

Nearly all state court research conducted on a national level in an attempt to identify the most effective term of release (release on own recognizance, unsecured bail, secured bail), has been completed.

---


50 Ibid., 31.
using the State Court Processing Statistics (SCPS) data.\textsuperscript{51} Formerly known as the National Pretrial Reporting Program (NPRP), the State Court Processing Statistics (SCPS) project serves as the primary data collection program for examining felony case processing in state courts. Since 1988, the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) has supported the collection of case processing data that comes from 40 of the 75 most populous counties in the nation. Data included in SCPS are collected through a variety of agencies including courts, pretrial offices, local jails, and state criminal history data files.\textsuperscript{52}

SCPS uses a two stage stratified sampling strategy. Stage one — 40 of the nation’s 75 most populous counties are selected to participate in the study. Stage two — counties provide data for defendants brought into court on a felony charge on randomly selected business days in May. Felony defendants are tracked from May of every even numbered year until May 31 of the following year. Data elements collected through SCPS include: current arrest charges (number, type); demographic characteristics (gender, race/ethnicity, age); criminal history (prior arrests, prior convictions, prior FTAs); pretrial release (type of release, bail amounts); pretrial misconduct (failure to appear, re-arrest); adjudication outcomes (method of conviction, conviction offense); and sentencing outcomes (type and length of prison, jail, or probation sentence).

The 2006 SCPS data revealed that an estimated 58 percent of felony defendants in the 75 most populous counties were released before final disposition of their cases. Overall, 70 percent of felony defendants had a secured bail set; 25 percent were granted non-secured release (release on own recognizance or unsecured bail) and 5 percent were ordered held without bail.\textsuperscript{53}

The term of pretrial release set must be the least restrictive (with an emphasis on non-financial terms) reasonably necessary to assure court appearance and community safety. The primary way to determine if a term is least restrictive and reasonably necessary is to assess the risk of pretrial failure posed by each defendant and to set terms and condition of release intended to minimize risk. A comprehensive examination of SCPS data reveals that many predictors of pretrial failure (risk factors, e.g., community ties, residence and employment stability, and history of substance abuse) are not contained in SCPS. As a result, an assessment of risk cannot be determined using SCPS data and consequently comparisons of like defendants based on risk cannot be made. Such a comparison is necessary to assess the effectiveness of terms of release.


The Bureau of Justice Statistics reached a similar conclusion with the issuance of a SCPS data advisory. The data advisory “State Court Processing Statistics Data Limitations” states that “SCPS data are insufficient to explain causal associations between the patterns reported, such as the efficacy of one form of pretrial release over another. To understand whether one form of pretrial release is more effective than others, it would be necessary to collect information relevant to the pretrial release decision and factors associated with individual misconduct.”

GUIDELINES FOR PRETRIAL RELEASE RECOMMENDATIONS AND DIFFERENTIAL PRETRIAL SUPERVISION

Pretrial services agencies investigate and interview certain defendants and present pretrial investigation reports with recommendations to assist courts in discharging their duties related to granting or reconsidering pretrial release. As part of the pretrial investigation process, many pretrial services agencies in the country use objective risk assessment instruments to assess the risk of flight and danger to the community posed by defendants. While many of these instruments sort defendants into low, moderate, and high-risk categories, most provide little or no guidance related to the terms and conditions of pretrial release that the agencies should be recommending to the court. In addition, in many jurisdictions, there is no standardized system for the provision of differential pretrial supervision that considers the risk of pretrial failure identified by these risk assessment instruments.

In their pursuit of Legal and Evidence-Based Practices, pretrial services agencies should seek to develop and implement research-based recommendation guidelines that are (1) risk-based, (2) consistent with legal and evidence-based practices, and (3) provide guidance for pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision. To inform the development of recommendation guidelines that utilize validated objective pretrial risk assessment instruments to guide pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision, additional research was conducted to (1) identify pretrial services agencies around the country that use research-based and validated pretrial risk assessments with corresponding guidelines for pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision and (2) review the guidelines to assist other jurisdictions in their guideline development process.

Similar to the approach taken to identify national pretrial specific research, a wide net was cast in an effort to identify pretrial services agencies using research-based and validated pretrial risk assessments with corresponding guidelines. A variety of digital subscription databases, such as Academic OneFile, EBSCOhost, HeinOnline, LexisNexis, and ProQuest, were used to search and locate relevant studies published in academic journals and periodicals. Other online libraries, such as the National Institute of Corrections, National Criminal Justice Reference Service, Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research, and the Pretrial Justice Institute were also consulted.

In addition to the research completed above, a survey was conducted in an effort to identify pretrial services agencies that use risk-based guidelines for pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision that may not have formally published or distributed their research. In September 2009, a nationwide online survey for this purpose was initiated. First, extensive research was conducted to identify pretrial services agencies currently using pretrial risk assessments. Eighty-five agencies in 28 states and the District of Columbia were identified that met this criterion; therefore, invitations were sent to these agencies requesting the completion of an online survey. Sixty-six percent of the agencies responded to the survey and most submitted supporting documents.
The results of the research and online survey were combined and used to identify pretrial services agencies that have research-based and validated pretrial risk assessments with corresponding guidelines that provide guidance for pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision. Four agencies met the criteria above and include: Hennepin County, MN; Alleghany County, PA; and two counties with guidelines based on the Virginia Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument, Summit County, OH and Lake County, IL. The Virginia Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument, also known as the Virginia Model, was the first research-based statewide pretrial risk assessment in the country. The Virginia Model was fully implemented by all pretrial services agencies throughout Virginia in 2005 and was validated in 2009. As the first multi-jurisdictional pretrial risk assessment, many other pretrial agencies in the country have implemented the Virginia Model. In addition, pretrial release decision guidelines based on validated risk assessments for use by judicial officers (judges and bail commissioners) were also identified in Philadelphia and the State of Connecticut. Descriptions of both the pretrial release decision guidelines for use by judicial officers and pretrial release recommendation guidelines for use by pretrial services are provided below.

**Pretrial Release Decision Guidelines for Judicial Officers**

**PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA**

The pretrial release decision guidelines or matrix resembles a grid formed by two principal dimensions — the seriousness of the current charge on a scale from 1 to 10 (with 10 being the most serious) and a four-level risk classification that ranks defendants according to the likelihood of flight or rearrest (with 10 being the highest risk). The guidelines provide recommended release options based on the combination of risk and charge seriousness and include pretrial release type (ROR bail, secured bail, and held without bail) and conditions of release. The four primary recommendations include: ROR with standard conditions, release with special conditions (monitoring and supervision), secured bail with dollar amount range, and held without bail. As the combination of risk and charge seriousness increase, the pretrial release options become more restrictive until detention is recommended.

---


57 In 1981, pretrial release decision guidelines then referred to as bail guidelines were piloted in the Philadelphia Municipal Court for use by the court. During the 1980s, attempts to replicate the guideline approach were made in Courts in Boston, Massachusetts, Dade County, and Maricopa County, Arizona (see John S. Goldkamp, Michael R. Gottfredson, Peter R. Jones, and Doris Weiland, 1995, *Personal Liberty and Community Safety: Pretrial Release in the Criminal Court*, New York, NY: Plenum Press). For the purposes of this research, only the guidelines developed in Philadelphia will be reviewed.

58 The Philadelphia Courts First Judicial District of Pennsylvania reported that the process for pretrial release decisions is currently under review and a revised system is anticipated. As a result, the guidelines as they were in the 1990s are presented above as described in John S. Goldkamp, and Michael D. White, 2006, “Restoring Accountability in Pretrial Release: The Philadelphia Pretrial Release Supervision Experiments,” *Journal of Experimental Criminology*, 2: 150.
CONNECTICUT

The State of Connecticut has a research-based and validated risk assessment that is used by Bail Commissioners to guide pretrial release decisions. The risk assessment consists of factors related to the seriousness of the charge, prior criminal record, community ties, employment, residence, and substance abuse. Each factor has weights or points assigned (negative or positive) and the points are added for a total risk score. The lower the score the greater the risk posed by the defendant. If the total risk score is zero or above, the recommendation is for unsecured bail (written promise to appear, non-surety, or conditional release). If the total risk score is below zero, a secured bail is recommended (surety or 10 percent bond).

Pretrial Release Recommendation Guidelines for Pretrial Services

HENNEPIN COUNTY, MINNESOTA

The Fourth Judicial District of Minnesota, serving Hennepin County, utilizes a research-based and validated pretrial risk assessment or point scale to guide pretrial release recommendations. The risk assessment consists of factors related to the seriousness of the charge, residence, employment, age, and prior criminal record. Each factor has weights or points assigned (zero or positive) and the points are added for a total risk score. The higher the score the greater the risk posed by the defendant. The total scores are divided into three groups from lowest to highest risk. The pretrial release recommendation relates to risk score as follows: group one — unsecured bail (no bail required), group two — unsecured bail with conditions (conditional release), and group three — review required by judge. The Pretrial Unit has release authority granted to them by the court for defendants who score in the first two groups while defendants in the third group must be reviewed by a judge prior to release.

ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA

Allegheny County Pretrial Services utilizes a research-based and validated pretrial risk assessment to guide pretrial release recommendations. The risk assessment consists of factors related to the seriousness of the charge, prior criminal history, substance abuse, age, residence, and employment. Each factor has weights or points assigned (negative or positive) and the points are added for a total risk score. The higher the score the greater the risk posed by the defendant. The total scores are divided into four groups from lowest to highest risk. The recommendation regarding type of pretrial release and conditions of release are related to the risk score as follows:

---


1. ROR; 
2. Unsecured bail with low level supervision condition; 
3. Unsecured bail with medium level supervision condition; and 
4. No recommendation (if secured bail is set, recommend high level supervision condition).

The levels of supervision represent a differential pretrial supervision strategy. In the case of Allegheny County, the guidelines utilize the results of the risk assessment to guide recommendations for pretrial release and differential pretrial supervision. The frequency and types of supervision contacts required for each supervision level range from the least restrictive phone contact to the most restrictive electronic monitoring.

**VIRGINIA MODEL-BASED GUIDELINES (SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO AND LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS)***

In 2004, Summit County Pretrial Services adapted the Virginia Model and implemented the Summit County Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument (SCPRAI) that was later validated using Summit County data. The risk assessment recommendation guidelines developed by local justice system stakeholders utilize the results of the risk assessment and seriousness of the charge to guide recommendations for pretrial release and differential pretrial supervision. The guidelines have three grids: (1) non-violent charge(s) without presumption of incarceration or mandatory prison; (2) non-violent charge(s) with presumption of incarceration or mandatory prison; and (3) violent charge(s) that are not a capital offense. The three grid approaches for the current charge and utilizes the five risk levels from low to high. Based on the grid and risk level, recommendations are made related to pretrial release type (unsecured bail [signature or third-party release] and secured bail), bail amount range, supervision levels, and special conditions. The pretrial release type and supervision level, if applicable, become more restrictive as the risk and seriousness of the charge increase.

In 2005, Lake County Pretrial Services also adapted the Virginia Model and implemented the Lake County Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument (LCPRAI) that was later validated using Lake County data. Lake County primarily supervises defendants released by the court with pretrial supervision as a release condition, without the benefit of an investigation or recommendation. As a result, the pretrial services agency conducts an investigation and risk assessment after the defendant has been released to identify the appropriate level of supervision. The LCRAI-based guidelines are referred to as case classification guidelines.

The structure of the guidelines was modeled after those in Summit County. The guidelines have three grids: (1) first degree murder, class X, or class 1 felony; (2) violent offense that is not first-degree murder, a class X or class 1 felony; and (3) non-violent offense. The three-grid approach accounts for the current charge and utilizes the five risk levels from low to high. Based on the grid and risk level, one of

---


three levels of supervision (minimum, medium, and maximum) is recommended. All supervision levels include one phone call per week, court date reminder calls, and monthly criminal history checks. The frequency of field visits and office visits vary based on supervision level.

It should be noted that in 2010, the Virginia Model was adapted and implemented in Oakland County, Michigan,64 and Mecklenburg County, North Carolina.65 Validation studies have not yet been conducted in either locality. Modeled after Summit County and Lake County, Oakland County developed guidelines related to pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision referred to as the ‘Praxis.’ The Praxis, a tool that puts theoretical knowledge and research into practice, provides guidance to pretrial services relating to the appropriate recommendation of term and conditions of release, while considering the current charge and risk posed by the defendant, that are reasonably necessary to address the risk of pretrial failure. If pretrial supervision is appropriate, the Praxis also provides guidance for the appropriate level of supervision (frequencies and types of contacts).

The Praxis has two grids: (1) misdemeanor or non violent felony charge and (2) violent felony charge. The two grid approach accounts for the current charge and utilizes the five risk levels from low to high. Based on the grid and risk level, recommendations are made related to pretrial release type (unsecured bail [personal bond] and secured bail [full cash or 10 percent cash surety), bail amount range, and supervision levels (monitoring, standard, intermediate, and intensive). All defendants receive court date reminders, however, the frequency and types of contacts and use of electronic monitoring vary by supervision level. The pretrial release type and supervision level, if applicable, become more restrictive as the risk and seriousness of the charge increase.

Mecklenburg, North Carolina, benefited from the work done in the previous counties that implemented the Virginia Model risk assessment and corresponding guidelines. Following Oakland County, Mecklenburg County developed a Virginia Model risk-based Praxis. The Praxis has three grids: (1) misdemeanor non-assaultive and traffic; (2) misdemeanor assaultive/domestic violence related; and (3) felony non violent. It should be noted that the Praxis does not apply to violent felony charges or probation violations. The three grid approach accounts for the current charge and utilizes the five risk levels from low to high. Based on the grid and risk level, recommendations are made related to pretrial release type (unsecured bail, secured bail, or release to the custody of a designated organization), bail amount range, and supervision levels (administrative, standard, and intensive). The supervision levels vary in the frequency and types of automated phone reporting, kiosk reporting, face-to-face contacts, and use of special conditions. The pretrial release type and supervision level, if applicable, become more restrictive as the risk and seriousness of the charge increase.


SUMMARY

There are several jurisdictions across the country that have research-based and validated pretrial risk assessments with corresponding guidelines that provide guidance for pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision. Some of the guidelines are pretrial release decision guidelines for use by judicial officers while other guidelines or Praxis are for use by pretrial services agencies. Pretrial services agencies are tasked with making recommendations to judicial officers that reflect the least restrictive terms and conditions of release that will (1) not result in unnecessary detention and (2) reasonably assure a defendant will appear for court and not present a danger to the community during the pretrial stage. Guidelines attempt to honor the legal and constitutional rights afforded to pretrial defendants and the purpose of release and detention, while providing an objective and consistent policy for pretrial release recommendations and differential pretrial supervision. They also attempt to minimize disparity in recommendations and supervision of similarly situated defendants. The guidelines reviewed in this section have one primary commonality. All guidelines utilize a research-based and validated risk assessment and the seriousness of the charge to guide pretrial release recommendations or decisions by providing a continuum of options (release type and conditions) from least restrictive to most restrictive. Research is needed to determine the effectiveness of guidelines in meeting their intended outcomes.
CONCLUSION

Written by the Pretrial Justice Institute

The pretrial release decision is one of the most important in the life of a criminal case. Courts are guided in making these decisions by the recommendations made by pretrial services agencies and the supervision these agencies provide. Great strides have been made in recent years to better inform that decision, both in terms of what is appropriate under the law and of what works according to the research, and to identify which supervision methods work best for which defendants.

As this document demonstrates, however, there is still much that we do not know about what kinds of conditions are most effective. Moreover, as technologies advance to allow for the expansion of potential pretrial release conditions and the supervision of those conditions, we can anticipate that legislatures and courts will be called upon to define the limits of what is legally appropriate.

As a result, the state of the science of pretrial release recommendations and supervision is continuing to evolve — perhaps in rapid fashion. As leadership within jurisdictions work to ensure their own policies and practices are legal and evidence-based, not just popular with the public or other system stakeholders, we have a shared responsibility. The Pretrial Justice Institute and others must work to develop, document, evaluate, and disseminate recommendations and supervision strategies. Leadership within jurisdictions must be open to what the law and science say, and require those who work in the criminal justice system to do the same. And all must be demanding consumers of this work, reading it, asking questions, and making changes to align themselves with legal and evidence-based pretrial policies and practices.
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